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Allegation
On September 18, 2017, the Office of the Inspector General received a reported allegation of physical abuse
from FAYCO Enterprises. It is alleged two unknown staff members physically abused an unknown
severely handicapped male individual (later identified as XXXXXXX) on the evening of September 17,
2017. Allegedly, a male staff approached the individual, who was sitting in a chair on the outside patio,
and yelled at him with words to the effect of “You’re going to jail” and then hit the individual, knocking
him to the ground. This male staff then kicked the individual. Reportedly, another staff member, appearing
female, came out of the home and jumped on the individual and started banging him up and down on the
ground.

Synopsis
During the investigation, it was determined the only staff member on duty during the incident was XXXXX.
XXXXXXX and XXXXXXX were the ones involved in an altercation and both denied being physically
abused by XXXXX. Both XXXXXXXX and XXXXXXXX admitted hitting each other and XXXXXXXX
knocked XXXXXXXX to the ground. XXXXX attempted to get in between them and verbally redirected
them during the altercation, but to no avail, so he called for the local police. Once XXXXXXXX was on
the ground, XXXXXXXX was on top of him. XXXXXXXX reported XXXXX told him to hold him down
until the police arrived. During this time, XXXXXXXX bit XXXXXXXX, and XXXXXXXX responded
to the bite by hitting XXXXXXXX again, while holding him down on the ground. XXXXX admitted to the
Greenville Police Department that he asked XXXXXXXX to hold XXXXXXXX on the ground until police
could arrive, and XXXXX admitted to OIG that he may have told XXXXXXXX one time in the heat of the
moment to hold XXXXXXXX on the ground until the police arrived.
Findings
Based on the facts in this case, the following was concluded: The allegation of physical abuse is
substantiated against XXXXX.

